
 

Dark therapy shows promise in addressing
lazy eye condition

December 15 2022, by Kirsten Heuring

  
 

  

Light reintroduction (LRx) did not disrupt tuning in V1 neurons. (A) Neither the
change in orientation preference or bandwidth was different between dark
exposure (DE) and LRx conditions (Wilcoxon rank-sum test corrected for two
multiple comparisons [z:–0.3098 and 0.2599, powere: 0.110 and 0.100], p=0.795
and p=0.999, respectively; n=230 and n=216, respectively). All tracked and
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tuned neurons were included. (B) Example of signal correlation matrices from
one animal comparing the post-DE (pDE) and recovery (Rec) imaging sessions.
For visualization of correlation structure, neuron #1 was randomly selected, and
the remaining neurons were sorted in descending order. The same sort-matrix
was applied to both sessions. (C) Similarity of signal correlation matrices for a
given animal (computed as the Pearson’s correlation coefficient) was not
different across the DE condition compared to the Rec condition (Wilcoxon rank-
sum test [ranksum: 35, powere: 0.999], p=0.589, n=6 animals). All tracked and
tuned neurons were included. Credit: eLife (2022). DOI: 10.7554/eLife.80361

A new pilot study by Carnegie Mellon University researchers
investigates the mechanisms that underlie a treatment for patients with
amblyopia, also known as "lazy eye."

Amblyopia is a condition where the brain cannot recognize sight from
one eye and favors the other eye. One therapy that shows promise for
addressing the condition in adult patients is transient dark exposure, in
which a patient has an occlusion that caused their amblyopia removed
and lives in darkness for a few days.

The study by researchers in Carnegie Mellon's Mellon College of
Science and the College of Engineering found evidence that a week after
transient dark exposure, the brain's neural networks adjust the way they
process visual information thereby improving vision. The findings were
published in eLife.

"One of the big things in neuroscience is to try to understand how we
have stable perception," said Sandra Kuhlman, assistant professor of
biological sciences at Carnegie Mellon and the head of the Kuhlman
Lab. "The field is now able to identify adaptive properties of neural
circuits on long time scales. That's really important to understand how
neural function underlies basic sensory processes."
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Brian Jeon, a postdoctoral fellow and graduate of Carnegie Mellon's
Department of Biological Sciences, conceived the study as a Ph.D.
student working in Kuhlman's lab.

"Transient dark exposure is a treatment that people are exploring in
humans," Jeon said. "We said, 'hey, maybe this has to do with how the
brain encodes information, and maybe that gets disrupted when you
remove inputs for an extended period of time." We found there is some
room for change, but actually, the system is very resilient."

The researchers use two-photon calcium imaging to record neural
activity in adult mice before and after transient dark exposure. This
technique allows scientists to measure entire networks of neurons in
living models.

At the beginning of the study, mice were presented with visual stimuli,
and their neural responses were recorded. After darkness exposure for
eight days, the same stimuli were presented again to the mice and their
visual responses were also recorded.

"Brian's data helps shed light on the various, complex factors that drive
plasticity in the visual cortex, and bring us one step closer to
understanding how eye injury and disease might affect visual perception
," said Steven Chase, professor of biomedical engineering and a co-
author on the paper.

Though the mice exhibited some issues with visual processing within a
few days after exposure, they recovered after a week.

The researchers aim to use the study's techniques for a longer-term study
or one with younger mice. They also want to apply the technique of two-
photon calcium imaging when modeling and studying other neurological
and psychiatric conditions.
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"There's so many things we don't understand at a cell type specific level
in neural circuits," Kuhlman said. "We hope that the analytical approach
will be useful for other researchers."

  More information: Brian B Jeon et al, Visual experience has opposing
influences on the quality of stimulus representation in adult primary
visual cortex, eLife (2022). DOI: 10.7554/eLife.80361
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